
Patch v2022.0630 for huperAnalyzer v2021.0521  
by July 14, 2022


Patch File 



20220630_patch_all_for_HA_v20210521.zip


Compatible MS Windows Version 



MS Windows 10 or later versions


Installation Steps 



1. Close Site Server.

2. Unzip the file “20220630_patch_all_for_HA_v20210521.zip”.

3. Copy the subfolders “bin”, “driver” and “Plugins” in the unzipped folder 

“20220630_patch_all_for_HA_v20210521” to the folder “c\huperlab\huperVision” of the 
Server machine to replace the existing files.


4. Execute the file “C:\huperlab\huperVision\driver\hmcap2r\BtSetup.exe” and wait for the 
process to complete.


5. Run Site Server.


Fixes 



1. [2021/07/15] Fixed the wrong time calculation based on the setting 
"MinimumErrorLengthSeconds=X1" or "MinimumErrorLengthSecondsForIPCamera=X2", 
where “X1” and “X2” are numbers in seconds.


2. [2021/08/02] Fixed the crash problem of Site Server during replaying event records on 
Record Player. The cause is the access violation of shared memory. 


3. [2021/08/12] During the launch of Site Server, a CMD window showed to stop the time 
server service and then started it. When users closed the CMD window before restarting 
the time server service, the time server service was stopped and the Site Server had no 
chance to update the machine system time anymore. The problem is fixed by not showing 
the CMD window.


4. [2022/03/08] 3D People Counter - fixed the potential crash issue. The counting accuracy is 
improved, too.


5. [2022/03/09] 3D Fall Detection - fixed the problem that left objects might generate false 
alarms.
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6. [2021/08/09] Capacity Manager: able to set a delay time for trigger alarm when the capacity 
has met the maximum.


7. [2022/04/12] On a Vento 3 machine (M/N: HV-3-708C-9300), after launching Windows, the 
camera video signals might lose within 5 times of Site Server restarts. The cause is the 
malfunctioned DMA of the PCIe Bridge. The issue rarely happens with 9500/9700 series 
CPUs. The problem is fixed.


8. [2022/06/07] 3D Fall Detection: Fixed the crash problem in applying video analytics on 
grayscale video. 


9. [2022/06/07] Fixed the deadlock problem during the backing up to 2nd storage.

10. [2022/06/16] Not display event records with wrong time codes in the event list.
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